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Steve Jobs was the master of the comeback, the most tenacious, persistent, resilient figure in modern American business, the man known for his astonishing ability to turn harrowing set-backs into extraordinary triumphs. And so, even eight years after he was initially diagnosed with a terminal illness, even after three medical leaves of absence that hinted at the private drama within secretive realm of Apple, it's still a gut-level shock as we try to process the news that Steve Jobs is dead at 56. Who has had a greater impact not only on American business and technology but on our culture ...Â As he had with the original Macintosh, Jobs had a genius not only for spotting innovation hatched elsewhere but for bringing it to his fans while it was still astonishing. Steve Jobs revolutionized the way we work, listen to music, watch movies, and communicate. By pushing boundaries and always thinking one step ahead, Jobs became an icon, equally as famous for his advanced ideas and design aesthetic as his sleek black turtlenecks. What inspired him? How did he do his job? What made him the man he was? Here is Steve Jobsâ€™ the innovator, the rebel, the geniusâ€”in an incisive biography of a man who changed the world. Also includes quotes from and about Jobs, chronologies detailing Jobsâ€™s achievements, and source notes. Kids. This book is currently unavailable. Here is Steve Jobsâ€™ the innovator, the rebel, the geniusâ€”in an incisive biography of a man who changed the world. Also includes quotes from and about Jobs, chronologies detailing Jobsâ€™s achievements, and source notes. ...more. Get A Copy.